Temperature and Ventilation (Air Flow) in the Barn

Scott Nash, Regional Youth Development Educator

Goal (learning objective)
Youth will learn how temperature and airflow in the barn (or stall) impact animal growth and performance.

Supplies
- Small room or closet with a door that can be closed
- Heat lamp or small heater
- Fan
- Ohio Learning Lab Kit you wish to use (either specific species or all species). Check with your local extension office on the availability of the kit and to check it out
- Animal comfort zones (diagrams in learning lab kit)- make enough copies for group

Pre-lesson preparation
- Study animal comfort zones
- Study the effect of heat and cold stress on gain
- Review the environment and preferred thermal conditions for swine

Lesson directions and outline
Introduction
Explain to the youth that animals need to be housed and cared for in a place where the temperature and ventilation allow them to grow and gain for optimal performance. This can be achieved by understanding the temperatures where a species is most comfortable.

Airflow or ventilation keeps the air free of harmful odors that make it difficult for animals and humans to breathe. Poor ventilation has a negative impact on animal performance and health.

Conducting the activity (DO)
Activity 1
1. Place the heat lamp or heater in the small room and turn it on.
2. Have as many youth as possible enter the small room wearing coats.
3. Close the door of the room for a few minutes with the youth inside and the heat left on.

Activity 2
1. Leave the heater on but place a fan in the room.
2. Have as many youth as possible enter the room wearing short-sleeved shirts.
3. Open the door to the room, and if the room has a window, open it.

Activity 3
1. Make the room as cold as possible
2. Have only a few youth at a time enter the room and close the door for a few minutes

What did we learn? (REFLECT)
- Ask: How did you feel with the heat on, wearing a coat with the door closed?
- Ask: How did you feel when the room was cold?
- Ask: How did you feel when the fan was on and the door was open?
- Ask: When did you feel the most comfortable? Why?
Why is that important? (APPLY)

- Ask: In what ways do temperature and ventilation affect the animal you are raising?
- Ask: What will you do to make sure your animal is comfortable?
- Ask: How do temperature and airflow affect you at home?
- Ask: What impacts do temperature and airflow have on your community when an animal-feeding operation is nearby?
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